
SECTION EIGHT: PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR WATER MANAGEMENT PLANS (cont.)

Commentary

The basic objective of the ordinance is to prevent development from

adversely affecting certain characteristics and functions of the natural

environment. The primary basis for evaluating a developer's proposal is

to ascertain whether it is likely to meet that objective. A set of per-

formance standards has been developed which incorporates the environmental

processes that should be maintained. The local policy making body needs

to determine what will be an acceptable danger in flooding for different

types of uses. For example, it might be acceptable to build roads in

areas that flood more frequently than sites which would be acceptable for

hospitals.

SECTION NINE: DESIGN STANDARDS FOR WATER MANAGEMENT PLANS

To ensure attainment of the objectives of this ordinance and to

ensure that performance standards will be met, the design, construction

and maintenance of drainage systems shall be consistent with the follow-

ing standards:

(a) Channeling runoff directly into waterbodies shall be prohibited.

Instead, runoff shall be routed through swales and other systems designed

to increase time of concentration, decrease velocity, increase infiltra-

tion, allow suspended solids to settle, and remove pollutants;

(b) Natural watercourses shall not be dredged, cleared of vegeta-

tion, deepened, widened, straightened, stabilized or otherwise altered.

Water shall be retained or detained before it enters any natural water-

course in order to preserve the natural hydrodynamic of the watercourse

and to prevent siltation or other pollution;

(c) The area of land disturbed by development shall be as small as

practicable. Those areas which are not to be disturbed shall be pro-

tected by an adequate barrier from construction activity. Whenever

possible, natural vegetation shall be retained and protected;

(d) No grading, cutting or filling shall be commenced until erosion

and sedimentation control devices have been installed between the disturbed
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